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Message From the Director
As 2014 comes to a close, I’d like to update you on the

continuing growth and development of the Illinois Geometry Lab
(IGL). We’ve consolidated our research and engagement
activities, hosted spectacular national events such as the MoSAIC
festival, and developed community and corporate partners.

We’ve moved into a new room, 121 Altgeld Hall, with
enhanced collaboration space and large display screens, a new
3D printer and even our poster printer to create more interactive
and engaging content.

Our research projects ranged from understanding billiards in
new types of domains; making a virtual reality model of
hyperbolic space on the Oculus Rift; to understanding the
absorption of moisture into the soil in a joint project with John
Deere at the Illinois Research Park.

Our public engagement work has expanded to a degree we
could never have anticipated: we run regular workshops and
activities for schools and community groups all across the state.
In particular, in partnership with ChiPrep, the Chicago
Pre-College Science and Engineering Program, we have run
4-week workshops on Geometry and Probability for 5th and 6th
graders in the Chicago Public Schools, under an innovative
model which includes videoconferencing and campus visits.

Finally, a big thank you to the dedicated leadership team,
supportive faculty members and graduate team leaders, the
wonderful support IGL receives from the Department of
Mathematics and the Office of Public Engagement, and most
importantly, the undergraduate student members who make it all
happen.

—Jayadev Athreya



Hyperbolic Space on the
Oculus Rift
Faculty Mentor: Pierre Albin

Team Leader: Daan Michiels

Scholars: Kyle McDaniel, Daniel Pugliese,
Konrad Wrobel

The goal of the project is to develop software to present
hyperbolic space the same way it would look to an inhabitant.
Even though several models of hyperbolic space are available
(upper half-plane, ball, hyperboloid), we believe that it is
interesting to see hyperbolic space “from the inside." The final
product will consist of a hyperbolic world that the user will
experience through the Oculus Rift, a piece of Virtual Reality
hardware. One inspiration for this project is the video Not knot, a
video made in the 1990’s at the Geometry Center at the
University of Minnesota.

Our project runs on Windows, Mac OS, and Linux. The heart
of the code is C++, with OpenGL as the graphics library. Other
tools we used are Blender, Python, Mathematica and GitHub.

The user can walk about the hyperbolic space while also
rotating their head similar to the experience in first-person
videogames. The user can mark points in space, as well as
change the scale at which to operate (this amounts to changing
the curvature).



Random Subsets of Discrete Sets
Faculty Mentor: Jayadev Athreya, Francesco Cellarosi

Team Leader: Claire Merriman

Scholars: Abigail Turner, Ananya Uppal, Peng Xu
This project began by examining the gaps between consecutive

Farey fractions, which conform to Hall’s distribution. However,
if one samples the Farey sequence with Bernoulli trials first, the
gap distribution becomes exponential. Equidistribution of the
Farey sequence allows the randomness we introduced to
dominate resulting in a time homogeneous Poisson process. We
have verified similar results for other equidistributed sequences
both numerically and theoretically. We aim to show more
generally that for a sequence of finite sets Fk in the unit interval
(each with cardinality nk) and a sequence of probabilities pk, if
the limiting gap distribution of Fk exists and is absolutely
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure and
lim
k→∞

pknk = ∞, then the sequence F(p)
k formed by sampling Fk

with probability pk in an i.i.d. fashion has limiting gap
distribution the same as that of i.i.d. uniforms with probability 1.



Billiards, Caustics, Envelopes,
and Exponential Maps
Faculty Mentor: Richard Bishop

Team Leader: Eunice Kim

Scholars: Roger Burt, Christopher Formosa,
Zhongmou Gu, Zhaolin Zheng

It is a well-known fact in optics that light emanating from one
focus of an elliptical mirror will be reflected to the other focus.
When the light source is not at a focus–even if it is only slightly
off–complicated patterns of bright fringes emerge. The curves
which model these patterns are called caustics. Professor Bishop
studied the properties of these caustics in circles. Our goals have
been to extend this research to the more general case of ellipses,
and to understand the connection between these caustics and the
concept of an exponential map. We have shown that the caustics
are algebraic curves which are in general of degree six, and we
have located the cusps of these curves in the special case where
the radiant point is on the x-axis. We have also written
Mathematica code to help visualize these complex and beautiful
shapes.
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Exploring Entropy & Complexity
of Curves on a Surface
Faculty Mentor: Spencer Dowdall

Team Leader: Joe Nance

Scholars: Xiaolong Han, Yohan Kang, Wenchao Yang.
Each closed curve γ with a base point pt on a surface S

determines a natural homeomorphism P(γ) of the surface
S\{pt} via point-pushing:

ptpt

r
a

Push(r)

Figure 1: Point-push around γ by dragging basepoint pt once around γ .

The goal of our project is to study point-pushing
homeomorphisms on the genus-g surface, and to relate their
topological entropy to their combinatorial complexity. To this
end, we developed a computer program that randomly generates
closed curves γ on the surface, and then calculates the
self-intersection number ι(γ) (measuring the combinatorial
complexity) of the curve and the dilatation number (measuring
the topological entropy) of the resulting point-pushing
homeomorphism P(γ). We then statistically analyzed the results
by calculating the distributions of the dilatation and
self-intersection number data and looking for correlations
between these numbers.



Calculus, Geometry, and
Probability in n Dimensions
Faculty Mentor: A.J. Hildebrand

Scholars: Joshua Adkins, Aditya Kalpeshbhai, Yao Xiao,
Yi Xuan

If a stick is broken up at random into 3 pieces, what is the
probability that the pieces form a triangle? This is the “Broken
Stick Problem”, which first appeared in an 1854 examination at
Cambridge University and has since become one of the classic
puzzles in probability theory.

In a 2012/13 IGL project, the team investigated, and solved,
an analogous question for broken sticks with an arbitrary given
number of pieces: If a stick is broken up into n pieces, what is the
probability that three of these pieces form a triangle?

In the current project, we venture into three dimensions and
investigate the following 3D analog of the original Broken Stick
Problem: If a stick is broken up randomly into 6 pieces, what is
the probability that the pieces can form a tetrahedron? We
investigate this and related questions numerically and
theoretically, and we settle an open question in this connection
that appeared in the MathOverflow discussion forum.



Random Walks in Number Theory
Faculty Mentor: A.J. Hildebrand

Team Leader: M.Tip Phaovibul, Junxian Li

Scholars: Yiwang Chen, Yu Fu, Keran Huang, Jia Yu
Many properties of the natural numbers can be encoded as

sequences of +1’s and −1’s, or via some other simple
number-theoretic sequences. On the surface, such sequences
often show no obvious pattern and indeed seem to behave much
like randomly generated sequences. In this project we explore
these sequences geometrically through certain “random walks” in
the plane. In particular, we consider random walks associated
with the power series and Fourier transforms of the sequence.
The graphs of these random walks reveal a surprising variety of
features: some have unexpected symmetries, some show
spiral-type features and fractal-like patterns, and yet others
exhibit the chaotic behavior that is typical for random sequences.



Graphical Analysis of Phase
Transition in XY Model
Faculty Mentor: Kay Kirkpatrick

Team Leader: Tayyab Nawaz

Scholars: Jiachuan Chen, Zhiren He, Chenhao Zhang
The XY model is a two-dimensional lattice model where every

spin is on the unit circle and every 2 distinct particles interact
with each other. We apply mean field theory by studying the
average effect of all particles on a particular particle.

We used Metropolis algorithm to do graphical analysis on
ordered parameters (Average Energy, Magnetization, Specific
Heat, and Susceptibility) with respect to Temperature. The
algorithm is an ’accept-reject’ algorithm, where after applying a
random spin on a random particle and forming a new
configuration, we calculate the difference of the total energy in
original configuration and in new configuration. If energy of new
configuration is larger, we accept new configuration with
probability e

−∆E
κT , where k is Boltzmann constant; if energy of

new configuration is smaller, we accept new configuration with
probability 1.

Graphical Analysis of Phase Transition in XY Model 
 
Faculty Mentor: Kay Kirkpatrick 
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The XY model is a two-dimensional lattice model where every spin is on the unit 
circle and every 2 distinct particles interact with each other. We apply mean field 
theory by studying the average effect of all particles on a particular particle. 

We used Metropolis algorithm to do graphical analysis on ordered parameters 
(Average Energy, Magnetization, Specific Heat, and Susceptibility) with respect to 
Temperature. The algorithm is an 'accept-reject' algorithm, where after applying a 
random spin on a random particle and forming a new configuration, we calculate the 
difference of the total energy in original configuration and in new configuration. If 
energy of new configuration is larger, we accept new configuration with 

probability𝑒
−∆𝐸
𝑘𝑇 , where k is Boltzmann constant; if energy of new configuration is 

smaller, we accept new configuration with probability 1. 
From the plots we obtained from simulations and formulas, we concluded that: 
z In low temperature, spins are spins are all lined up in same directions; as 

Temperature goes down, Magnetization increases, Energy increases 
z For high temperature, spins are pointed randomly in different directions, as 

Temperature goes up, Magnetization decreases, Energy decreases 

 



Soil Moisture Model
Faculty Mentor: Hank Roark

Team Leader: Argen West

Scholars: Zehan Chao, Qing Ma, Zhengqi Yang
Soil moisture is a major contributor to agricultural

productivity. Using Darcy’s Law we have developed a
computational model that deals with two of the fluxes of water at
or near the soil surface: movement over the surface due to gravity
and absorption into the soil surface.



Interacting Particles
Faculty Mentor: Kenneth Stolarsky

Team Leader: Michael DePasquale

Scholars: Haotian Fang, Andrew Lei, Mingxue Zhu
In differential geometry the so-called ‘curve-shortening flow’

applied to a curve moves each point of the curve in the direction
given by the curvature vector at that point. Applied with a
dilation to keep enclosed area constant, this flow has the effect of
turning simple closed curves into circles. Versions of this flow
for polygons have been completely analyzed. Are there
analogous flows which will turn an arbitrary set of points into a
more regular set of points? For instance, is there a flow which
will take an arbitrary set of points in the plane and ‘push’ them
all onto a circle? In this project we investigate possibilities for
discrete versions of such flows which are given by energy
potentials of point sets.



p-adic Properties of Sequences
and Finite State Automata
Faculty Mentor: Armin Straub

Team Leader: Amita Malik

Scholars: Arian Daneshvar, Pujan Dave, Zhefan Wang
A powerful approach to understanding sequences of numbers

is to study them p-adically. For instance, one can consider the
values of the sequence modulo a fixed prime p. For an interesting
class of sequences, work of Furstenberg, Deligne, Denef and
Lipshitz implies that these values can be produced by a finite
state automaton. We use these automata to investigate the Apéry
numbers

A(n) =
n

∑
k=0

(
n
k

)2(n+ k
k

)2

,

which underly Apéry’s spectacular proof of the irrationality of
ζ (3), as well as their mysterious siblings. Chowla–Cowles–
Cowles conjectured, and Gessel showed, that the Apéry numbers
are periodic modulo 8. We prove an analogous result for the
Almkvist–Zudilin numbers, obtain a general result for all
Apéry-like sequences, and investigate primes never dividing
these numbers.
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MoSAIC Festival
The IGL hosted the

MoSAIC festival November
21-22, 2014. The festival
consisted of an art exhibit
with works by internationally
known artists, as well as
interactive workshops lead by
artists and mathematicians, as
well as several local presenters,
including IGL alumni Jess
Li and Anton Lukyanenko,
and IGL community partner
Natalya St. Clair. It was
a huge success, with children
and adults from all over
the state enjoying the festival.



Community Engagement
The Illinois Geometry Lab is committed to public engagement

and mathematical education. This fall, the members of IGL
conducted a number of activities, including classroom visits. For
instance, the IGL members explored Platonic and Archimedian
solids with the Math Team at Urbana High School, learned about
the geometry of bubbles with students from Rantoul Township
High School, and studied probability with students at ChiPrep in
Chicago.

The IGL’s passion for mathematics extends beyond the walls
of the classroom through activities with the general community.
In particular, this year’s annual Gathering for Gardner marked
Martin Gardner’s 100th birthday and featured magic tricks, visual
paradoxes, and puzzles. The IGL has also partnered with the
local Chapter of the Association for Women in Mathematics to
start the first annual Girls Engaged in Math and Science (GEMS)
Workshop for middle schoolers.

Outreach Manager: Michelle Delcourt
igl-outreach@math.uiuc.edu



About the Illinois Geometry Lab
The Illinois Geometry Lab is a facility at the Department of

Mathematics at the University of Illinois focusing on
mathematical visualization and community engagement.

At the lab, undergraduate students work closely with graduate
students and postdocs on visualization projects set forth by
faculty members. In the community engagement component of
the lab, IGL members bring mathematics to the community
through school visits and other activities.

To schedule an IGL activity with your group, contact the IGL
outreach manager at igl-outreach@math.uiuc.edu.

Joining the Illinois Geometry Lab
A list of IGL projects running in Spring 2015 will be available

in middle of December. We invite all undergraduate students to
apply. Some familiarity with programming and completion of
multivariable calculus are recommended, but prerequisites vary
by project.

For additional information on joining the lab, visit

http://www.math.illinois.edu/igl/join.htm

121 Altgeld Hall, Urbana, IL
E-mail: igl@math.illinos.edu
www.math.illinois.edu/igl


